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ABSTRACT
Sample-and-Hold Amplifiers (SHA's) represent a special
class of amplifiers capable of operating in two distinct
modes. In the sample (track) mode they act as typical
amplifiers. In the hold mode they act as analog memory units
by storing the latest acquired signal on their hold
capacitors. switching between the two modes of operation is
accomplished via a control port using digital signals. A
SHA's widest use is in acquisition systems, to hold time-
varying signals constant during the conversion interval of
the analog to digital (AID) converter. SHA's find their
second widest use as "deglitching ll devices at the output of
digital to analog (D/A) converters. The D/A's output is
infested with spikes (glitches) due to turn-on and turn-off
mismatches between switches at the major bit transitions.
Typically, much lower settling errors of a SHA provide
IIcleaner" outputs for such sensitive applications as CRT
drivers and automatic test systems.
This paper presents the principles of operation, the
terms used in the specification, and the systematic design
of the open loop Sample-and-Hold Amplifier.
1
CHAPTER 1
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
1.1 Sample-and-Hold theory of operation
A Sample-and-Hold Amplifier (SHA) is a device capable of
"freezing" an instantaneous value of time varying signal and
"storing" that value for a period of a time. since this
ability is characteristic of a memory device, the SHA can be
I-------------· r ·-·-·--------,..---.---------r-------------,..---------··--1
Os 0.2ms OAms 0.6ms a.8ms 1.0ms
Time
Figure 1. Input/Output waveforms of an ideal
Sample and Hold Amplifier
considered an analog memory circuit. The SHA has two steady
states of operation. In the sample mode, the output follows
the input as faithfully as possible until the hold command
is received. In the hold mode, the storage device retains
2
the last value of the signal present at its input at the
time of the commencement of the hold command. The waveforms
representing both of these modes of operation of an ideal
Sample-and-Hold circuit are shown in Figure 1. A real
Sample-and-Hold Amplifier's characteristics deviate from
that of an ideal one due to the performance limitations of
the components used to
Uin implement them. The main
limitations are the current
driving capability of the
buffers and the finite
switching time of the logic
drivers.
Figure 2. Basic sample
and hold circuit
The simplest
implementation of a Sample-
and-Hold_ circuit is shown in Figure 2 and consists of the
storage capacitor and a switch for switching between sample
and hold modes. When the switch is closed, the input source
charges the capacitor Chold via the resistor R. When the
switch is open, the output maintains the voltage stored on
the capacitor. The first drawback of this circuit is its low
input impedance during signal acquisition. The second
drawback is the fact that the capacitor cannot maintain its
charge when loaded by a low impedance. The simplest way to
improve this circuit's performance during both hold and
3
sample modes is to place buffers in front of the switch and
behind the capacitor as shown in Figure 3. This is an
example of an open loop architecture Sample-and-Hold
Amplifier, which is named for its direct input to output
signal path. By placing buffer A1 in front of the switch the
Ui n.!..-_--I Xl
s
Uout
Figure 3. Improved sample and hold amplifier
hold capacitor is provided with high charging current while
preventing the signal source from being loaded down during
the charging of the hold capacitor. The A2 buffer provides
high impedance for the charge capacitor and high output
current driving capability during the hold mode.
1.2 Sample-and-Hold Topologies
The most basic Sample-and-Hold architecture is comprised
of a bUffered-switch and a buffered hold capacitor. Called
the "open loop" architecture it is known for its high speed
performance, yet suffers from low precision. This topology,
4
shown in Figure 3, has its high speed attributable to a
direct signal propagation through the circuit without being
slowed down by the presence of feedback. Because of the
locking action of the feedback the precision suffers since
any errors that are introduced by both buffers and a switch
directly appear at the output.
The performance of this circuit can be improved at the
price of the speed by placing a high gain operational
5
Xl Uout
Uin IChold
d,
Figure 4. Closed loop Sample-and-Hold Amplifier
amplifier at the input of the sample and hold circuit .and
closing the loop around the hold capacitor. such a
configuration is shown in Figure 4. The performance of the
circuit in the sample mode is improved by introducing the
cprrective characteristics of a feedback loop. Amplifier A
provides the charging current in the sample mode. In the
hold mode that amplifier saturates making the transition to
5
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the sample mode (acquisition time) longer. Such a
configuration provides good low frequency response. Since
the switch is operating at the ~nput's signal levels, it is
likely to introdu·ce~a··sizable sample-to-hold transition
error. The switching transient can be improved by forcing
the switch to operate at virtual ground. This solution is
presented in Figure 5. The output amplifier in the sample
mode acts as an integrator and the entire SHA operates as a
Miller compensated amplifier. The switch is operating at
virtual ground provided by the second inverting amplifier.
In the hold mode, one end of the hold capacitor is at
virtual ground while the other end is connected to the
output providing the held voltage. The output amplifier
provides
Chold
s
A
Ui n.!--_--i +
Uout
Figure 5. Closed loop SHA using
integrating amplifier
current driving capability for the circuit. In both Figure 4
and Figure 5 Operational Transconductance Amplifiers (OTA)
are often used as input amplifiers. The OTA provides the
6
voltage to current conversion. Together with the hold
capacitor, the OTA performs voltage transfer from the input
to the hold node.
There are many variations of Sample-and-Hold circuits in
use, but generally all of them can be traced to one of the
three topologies listed above. The choice of a topology for
a specific application is dictated by the choice of the
perf~rmance parameters to be optimized.
1.3 Sample-and-Hold Amplifier's parameter definitions
In Figure 1 the ideal sample and hold waveforms were
presented. Figure 6 shows the same waveforms for a real
---1 f-- SETTliNG TIME ISAMPLE TO HOLDI
/
/'
HOLO I TRACK I
-lIt-·--APERTURE DELAY
I• ACQUISITION TIME
________ .fDROOP
I
I
I
I
GATE I
INPUT~-"'---I_TRA_C_K_
I
I
INPUT ./.,..
SIGNAl. """'>- /' I
I
OUTPUT
SIGNAL
Figure 6. Input/Output waveforms
of a real Sample and Hold
device with exaggerated timing and amplitude errors.
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Sample-and-Hold circuits have two distinct modes of
operation: sample (track) 'and hold. To ,fully describe this
type of device two transient regions of operation have to be
added. Hence, the sample and hold amplifier can be
completely characterized by the following four regions of
operation:
o sample mode
osample to hold transition
ohold mode
ohold to sample transition
since in the sample mode the device behaves exactly like
an ordinary amplifier, and since the performance
qharacteristics of amplifiers are well defined i~ available
literature, this paper will concentrate on defining the
parameters specific to Sample-and-Hold Amplifiers. A
glossary of commonly used terms follows [4].
1.3.1 Sample-to-Hold transition
Aperture Delay Time - the time required for the Sample-and-
Hold Amplifier to disconnect the hold capacitor from the
input buffer, measured from the time of the initiation of
the hold command.
Aperture Uncertainty (Jitter) - variation in aperture delay
time. It manifests ,itself as a sample-to-sample variation in
the value of the input being held.
8
switching Transient - the amplitude and the duration of the
transient at the output resulting from a sample to hold
transition.
switch Delay Time - the time between the commencement of a
hold command and the beginning of the change at the output
as a result of the hold command.
Pedestal (Sample to Hold Offset) - the difference between
the held voltage and the last voltage at the input in the
sample mode. It is caused by charge transfer into the
capacitor during the transition from sample to hold.
1.3.2 Hold mode
.
Droop - a constant voltage drop at the hold capacitor due to
the leakage currents when in a hold mode.
Feedthrough - a portion of the AC input signal making its
way through the device in the hold mode. It is primarily due
to the stray capacitance between the metal runners and due
to the junction parasitic paths across the switch.
1.3.3 Hold to sample transition
.Acquisition Time - the time required for the sample and hold
circuit to bring the hold capacitor voltage to the new level
9
within a specified tolerance, referenced to a specified
input voltage step.
1.4 Typical performance characteristics
There are a variety of Sample-and-Hold Amplifiers
available on the market today providing system designers
with a choice of products to fit their needs. There are
products geared towards precision performance as well as
products that address speed requirements. Some devices try
to balance speed and precision while others address power
consumption issues.
products available.
1 gives a sample of several different
Table 1. Typical Sample-and-Hold Amplifiers
Monolithic HVbrid
Units Acculin ADI B-B Comlin ADI Comlin Datel
Cataloo Number ==> AL1210 9100 601 942 0010 940 43
Parameter 1 2 3 4 6 7 8
Sample Mode
Offset mV 7 5 2 15 2 20 20
Input Bias Current uA 15 3 25 10 20 30 50
Input Voltage Range V +/-2.5 +/·5 +/-2 +/-2.2 +/-2 +/-2.2 +/·2
Bandwidth MHz 250 250 115 70 60 150 150
Slew Rate V/uS 550 850 350 300 300 470 250
Output Current rnA 30 40 40 50 40 50 30
Power Consumption mW 360 1050 1250 800 1730 1650 460
Sample-to-Hold Transition
Aperture Delay nS 0.25 0.8 4 1.5 2 20 5
Aperture Jitter pS 1 1 0.9 1.4 2 1 1
Pedestal mV 5 5 5 8 2 2 10
Hold Mode
Droop uV/uS 2500 I 1000 I 20 I 20 100 I 20 I 1Feedthrough dB -80 -83 -77 -78 -62 -74 ·82
Hold-to-Sample Transition
Acquisition Times
nS 6.00 13.00 6.00 20.00 13.00 10.00 15.00
nS 7.50 16.00 12.00 25.00 16.00 16.00 25.00
seeNotesl 1 2 3 2 1 4 5
Control Sional ECl ECl ECl ECl ECl ECITT TTl.
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Notes
It is common to specify acquisition times for two
different precision values. The two rows of numbers listed
under Acquisition Times in 1 were obtained using the
following criteria:
1. 1% of 2.0 V step; 0.1% of 2.0 V step
2. 0.1% of 2.0 V step; 0.001% of 2.0 V step
-3. 1% of 2.5 V step; 0.1% of 2.5 V step
4. 0.1% of 10.0 V step; 0.01% of 5.0 V step
5. 0.1% of 1.0 V step; 0.01% of 1.0 V step
,.7V-
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CHAPTER :2
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
2.1 Block diagram
The sUbject of this thesis is the design of an open loop
architecture sample-and-Hold Amplifier. The main blocks of
the design include a switched buffer, a hold capacitor and
UIN --l +
SAMP ~
HOL"'---- ---I
DIFF
Logic
DrivClr
SuitchCld
Bufhr
UHOLD
>----''-----r--------i+
fHOLO
DIFF
UOUT
Figure 7. Sample and Hold Amplifier
The block diagram
an output buffer. Figure 7 shows the block diagram with the
input buffer shown as a voltage buffer controlled by the
logic driver. Both, the input and output buffers are made of
voltage feedback amplifiers connected in a voltage follower
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configuration. The only significant difference between the
~
input and the output buffers is the fact that the input
buffer is capable of being switched on and off while the
021
vee Bp
5. 021A
vee
REF
012A
v••
012
v•• Bn
R21
R12
Vee
V••
R21A
R12A
output buffer is not. When
switched off, the output of
the switched Buffer goes to
high impedance and prevents
any signal from going
through it. In order to
control the droop rate of
the Sample-and-Hold
Amplifier, the input bias
current of the output
Figure 8. Bias Circuitry
description in next section).
buffer is canceled (see
The bias currents for the entire circuit are established
using a self-starting current source which generates the
reference current. This current is then distributed
throughout the circuit via current mirrors.
2.2 Transistor level description
2.2.1 Bias Circuitry
The bias for this design is established using self-
starting current reference circuitry, shown in Figure 8.
Resistors R21' Ref, R12' and the base-emitter junctions of
13
transistors Q211 Q21AI Q12AI Q12 provide a start-up path
upon the introduction of supply voltages Vee and VEE. The
transistors Q21A and Q12a are added to lower the errors in
the current mirrors due to low transistor gains. This
current mirror is often called the emitter-augmented mirror
[11] •
The node Bn designates the negative bias rail and
provides the bias to transistors Q271 Q121 Q131 Q141 Q1S1
and Q17. The node Bp designates the positive bias rail and
provides the bias to transistors Q2S1 and Q20. These
transistors are part of the mirror which establishes
quiescent currents in the circuit.
2.2.2 The Logic Driver
The logic driver is comprised of a voltage comparator
with the output being a current [2]. The "pnp comparator"
has two dual and consists of the following transistors :
Q2S1 Q121 Q13, Q24· The first output (transistors ~4 and Q3)
steers the currents towards or away from the input
differential pair. The active load of the differential pair
is connected in "series" with the resistive load of one of
the sides of the comparator (Q3;Q4). The second output
provides active or inhibit currents to the switched buffer
of the input voltage follower.
Figure 9 shows the "pnp comparator". Transistors Q12 and
Q13 make up the main emitter coupled pair of the comparator.
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Q250 The magnitude of this current is established by the
ratio of the emitter areas of transistors Q25 and Q21 and by
the ratio of resistors R25 and R210 Depending on the levels
of SAMPLE and HOLD signals the entire "tail" current will
either flow via Q13 and R13 or Q12 anq R12' but always via
Q240 For example, if the SAMPLE signal is high and the HOLD
signal is low (note that these are complementary signals),
Q13 will turn on and Q12 will turn off; The entire "tail"
current will flow through Q13 and the voltage drop across
R13 will be higher than the voltage drop across R12' which
will bring the base voltage of Q14 above the base voltage of
Q150 Hence, the current will be flowing into Q14 and not
Q150 That current is proportional to the ratio of resistors
R25
SAMPLE 012
R12
o. 025
vee
013
vee HOLD
R13
Voo
R28
hold
Figure 90 Voltage comparator with current
output
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R28 and R13 (and R28 and R12 when the current flows through
Q1S). The above analysis assumes that the ratios of the
emitter areas are negligible with respect to ratios of the
resistors.
2.2.3 The Input Differential Pair
The differential pair in the input stage is made up of
transistors Q1 and Q2 with their respective degeneration
Uee
aS6
established by the ratio of
differential pair is
"tail ll current of the
differential pair. The
the current for the
"pnp comparator" controlling
Q4 and R20 are part of a
resistors R1 and R2, shown
in Figure 10. QS' Rs, Q6, R6
make up the active load. Q3,R3
vee
RS6
+----""SA'-'!.t1PLEOUT
,---..----T"_-t-_-'-'H=OLO OUT
RZ0 R13 to R20. The common node
U..
Figure 10. Input stage
of the active load resistors
RS, R6 is connected to
resistor RS6 which along with the resistor R3 convert the
switched current into the differential voltage being
compared by the differential pair Q18, Q19 shown in Figure
11.
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The input pair, along with the active load, provides
differential to single-ended conversion. The single-ended
high impedance node is isolated from the output by a
switched buffer described in the next section.
2.2.4 The switched Buffer
The open loop emitter follower buffer was chosen for the
switched buffer [3]. Its schematic is shown in Figure 11. In
the sample mode, bias currents are provided for devices Qa,
Qg, Q10' and Q11 0 As long as this bias current is present,
the buffer passes the signal with the error caused by the
mismatches of the VBE1s of the devices in the signal
R29
SAMPLE IN I
--+--/';-+'\'-a-18----©H:~~~
HOLD -IN-+--H~.;vee
Frolll input r;;,\a8 r- a9
differential ~.Ivoo ~ vee
pair
';\ C:H OUTPUT
V
It\aleA It ale
~/vo. \.:! voo
XROA
~"""","""UHOLD
Ufbk
r-\ aliA r- all
~/vee ~ vee
SAMPL~~~:
HOLD IN OUTPUT
R28
Figure 11. switched buffer
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path (Qat Qg, Q10, Q11)· Q10 and Q11 are the transistors
driving the hold capacitor and are in parallel with Q10A and
Q11A, which devices used for separation of capacitive
loading effects on the feedback loop. QSRN and QSRP are part
of the slew rate enhancement circuitry. When the base
voltages of Q10 and Q10A become lower than the output
voltage of the Sample-and-Hold Amplifier by approximately
one VBE, transistor QSRN turns on and prevents both Q10 and
Q10A from saturation due to large current demand from Qg.
Similarly, when the base voltages of Q11 and Q11A become
higher than the output voltage of the Sample-and-Hold
Amplifier by approximately one VBE, transistor QSRP turns on
and prevents both Q11 and Q11A from saturation due to large
current demand from Qa. In the hold mode QSRN and QSRP
provide the feedback paths for the inhibit currents of Q15
and Qlg. These feedback paths prevent the saturation of Q15
and Q19 and improve the switching from the hold mode to the
sample mode.
2.2.5 The Output Buffer
The output buffer consists of a single stage operational
amplifier strapped in the voltage follower configuration.
The common collector-common emitter configuration [1] is
used for the differential pair detailed in Figure 12. The
tail current of the emitter coupled pair is generated with
18
two current mirrors (transistors Q13 and Q14) isolated by
degeneration resistor REE' The differential pair is buffered
by the emitter ~ollowers Q1 and Q2' These buffers increase
QZ9
UH,-'-"'-"""--- ------t{
OJ
REE
Out
t---+---to
thcp
bufhr
OZ
RIZ RIJ
u..
RI< RIS
Figure 12 Output differential pair
with bias cancellation
the input impedance of this stage and make the base current
cancellation circuitry easier to implement. Transistors Q3
and Q4 make up the differential pair, while QS' RS' Q6' and
R6 make up the active load. Together, the differential pair
and active load provide differential to single ended
conversion.
19
Transistor Q23 converts the collector current into base
current which is nearly equal to the base current of Q1· Q26
is used for voltage level shifting. Q28 and Q27 are the core
of a current mirror which feeds back the base current into
R2e
Vee
ORSK'
the hold node~ That
current mirror is buffered
In
by Q29 in order to avoid
Early Voltage effects on
the mirror. Its base
voltage is set to the
potential established
within the self-starting
bias circuitry.
Bo 017
R17
V••
as'*'
RSHH
The output of the
differential input is
followed by circuitry
Figure 13. Emitter Follower
Buffer similar to that of the
switched buffer [3]. It is
comprised of an emitter follower buffer (Qa, Qg, Q10' and
Q11 on Figure 13) with'isolated output devices Q10A and
Q11A· QSHP' RSHP and QSHN' RSHN provide output current
limiting (short circuit protection) [6]. When QSHP turns on,
current is steered away fromQ20 shutting down the output
current driving capability. Similarly, when QSHN turns on,
the current is steered away from Q17' shutting down the
20
output current sinking capability. This is a common way of
protecting the output devices from being damaged due to the
presence of excessive output current. Excessive current can
occur when the output is accidentally shorted either to the
positive power supply or to the.negative power supply. This
is not an uncommon occurrence during the mounting process of
these devices on a printed circuit board.
21
CHAPTER 3
COMPLEMENTARY BIPOLAR TECHNOLOGY
3.1 Technology Overview
The Complementary Bipolar Integrated Circuit (CBIC)
technology features vertical PNP and NPN devices with
similar DC and high frequency performance [7]. AT&T's CBIC-V
technology is a junction isolated process which provides the
designer with 11.2 GHz peak fT (NPN) and 5.6 GHz peak fT
(PNP), implanted resistors, NMOS capacitors, ~ilm
Tantalum Nitride resistors and two level metal interconnect.
BURIEDP
ISOTU8N
BASEN
PSUBSTRATE PNP
PSUBSTRATE NPN
Figure 14. Transistor cross section
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3.1.1 Transistor characteristics
The cross sections of vertical PNP and NPN devices are
shown in Figure 14. Tables 2 and 3 contain a listing of
their electrical characteristics.
Table 2. NPN characteristic (TA=2S0C)
Llmlls Units
Parameter Measurement Condition
Min Typ Max
HFE IC = 1 rnA. VCB .. 2 V 50 118 - -
tT IC .. 4 rnA, VCE • 3 V 8 102 - GHz
VA IC • 1 rnA. VCE • 2. 4 V 12 27 - V
VCE(sat) IC = 1 rnA, IB • 100 IIA - 86 180 mV
VBE IE. -1 rnA, vca. 2 V 740 780 810 mV
BVCEX IC • 100 IIA. lB. 0.1 IIA 6 11.5 - V
BVCBO IC .. 1 IIA , 6 19 - V
I BVCIO IC .. 1 IIA 25 45 - V
I BVEBO IE. 10 IIA 2 - - V
BVEBS IE .. 1 IIA 0.2· - - V
Table 3. PNP characteristics (TA=2S0 C)
LImits Units IParameter Measurement Condition I I
Min I Typ Max
HFE IC .. -1 rnA. VCB .. -2 V 25 45 - -
IT IC .. -3 rnA. VCE .. -3 V 3 4.3 - GHz
VA IC.-1 mA,VCE.-2,-4V 6 11 - V
VCE(sat) IC .-1 rnA, lB. -100 IIA
-
-188 -360 mV
VBE. IE .. 1 rnA. VCB • -2 V -750 -792 -830 mV
BVCEX IC .. -100 IIA.IB. -<l.1 IIA 6 15 - V
BVCBO IC .. -lIlA 8 22 - V
BVCIO IC=-ll1A 11 17 - V
BVEBO IE .. -10 IIA -3.5 - - V
BVEBS IE .. -ll1A 0.1 • - - V
3.1.2 Resistor characteristics
There are three types of resistors available in CBIC-V.
The low (80 ohm per square) and high (1880 ohm per square)
resistors are of the diffused type while Tantalum (300 ohm
23
I.
per square) resistors are thin film resistors. 4 contains a
summary of electrical characteristics of these resistors.
Table 4o Resistor characteristics (TA=2S0 C)
Resistor Types UnitsParameter .
RVL RVH S11C
Sheet Resistance 80 1880 300 Q/sq
Mismatch ±1° ±1° ±1.5·· 0/0
Voltage Coeff. negligible 0.4 negligible %N
1st Temp. Coeff.• TC1 1.34E - 03 1.769E -03 -200E - 06 °C-1
2nd Temp. Coeff., TC2 1.0E - 06 5.638E -06 negligible °C-2
Minimum Width 5 5 10 11m
Recommended 5~ 95 1980 - Q
Minimum Value 10 11m 60 1225 - Q
3.1.3 Capacitor characteristics
There are two types of capacitors available in CBIC-V.
The MNOS (Metal-Nitride-oxide-Silicon) capacitor is made up
of a low resistivity silicon bottom plate, a Si02 and Si3N4
dielectric layer, and a bottom metal layer top plate. For
capacitors under 1pF, MOM (Metal on Metal) capacitors can be
used. These capacitors can be formed between the bottom and
the top layers of metal. The capacitor characteristics are
listed in 5.
Table 5. capacitor characteristics (TA=2S0 C)
Capacitor Types UnitsParameter
MNOS MOM
Capacitance Density 2.22E-4 4.4E-5 pF/(Jlm~)
ArealpF 4503 22660 (Jlm2)/pF
Absolute Tolerance ±25 ±35 .%
Minimum Value 0.55 0.005 pF
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3.1.3 Metallization
Component ~nterconnect within the integrated circuit is
accomplished using two level metallization. Metal fuses are
also available between bond pads. The characteristics of
CBIC-V metallization are summarized in 6.
Table 6. Metallization characteristics (TA=250 C)
Metal Resistance Units
Typical Maximum
Bottom Metal 0.04 0.055 OIsq.
Top Metal 0.04 0.055 OIsq.
Via 0.0015 - n
Ti-Pt Unk 3.3 4.0 n
3.b ALA110 Linear Array
To provide a quick and relatively inexpensive way of
implementing a design idea, the linear array has been
introduced. The ALA110 consists of a set of transistors,
resistors, and capacitors arranged to minimize layout
parasitics and temperature gradients [8]. The designer is
required only to layout the metal interconnections between
components to complete an integrated circuit. 7 lists ALA110
transistor biasing data necessary for optimum gain and
frequency response. Tables 8, 9, and 10 list ALA110
statistics.
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Table 7. ALA110 transistor data (TA=250 C)
Transistor Emitter Current Range (rnA)
Name Tvpe Strioes Qtv Scale 80% Beta 80% IT DC
NV231A01 NPN 2 27 1X 0.05 2.00 1.80 7.50 7.20
NV431A01 NPN 4 20 2X 0.10 4.00 3.60 15.00 14.40
NV362A01 NPN 3 2 3X 0.15 6.00 5.40 22.50 15.00
NV663A01 NPN 6 2 6X . 0.30 12.00 10.80 45.00 30.00
PV231A01 PNP 2 22 1X 0.04 2.00 1.10 4.20 7.20
PV432A01 PNP 4 15 2X 0.07 4.00 2.20 8.50 14.40
PV392A01 PNP 3 2 4.5X 0.16 9.10 5.00 19.20 15.00
PV693A01 PNP 6 2 9X 0.33 18.00 9.90 38.20 30.00
Figures 15 through 20 show typical CBIC-V transistor
characteristics. These characteristics are for the IX ALA110
device.
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Figure 15. NPN 1X unity gain response
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Figure 16. PNP 1X unity gain response
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Figure 17. NPN 1X output voltage characteristics
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Figure 19. NPN, 1X current gain characteristic
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Figure 20. PNP lX current gain characteristic
Table 8. ALA1l0 transistor count
Transistor Scale Factor Quantity
Name
NV231AOl lX 27
NV431AOl 2X 20
NV362AOl 3X 2
NV663AOl 6X 2
PV231AOl lX 22
PV432AOl 2X 15
PV392AOl 3X 2
PV693A01 9X 2
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Table 9. ALA110 resistor count
Resistor Valu~':, Sheet Quantity
resistance
25 80 16
50 80 2
200 80 154
500 80 16
2k 1880 64
10k 1880 10
Table 10. ALA110 capacitor count
Capacitor Type Maximum Value Quantity
Programmable 1 pF 2
Programmable 2 pF 2
Programmable 3 pF 2
Programmable 6 pF 4
Programmable 10 pF 4
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CHAPTER 4
r-
CIRCUIT DESIGN
4.1 Calculations
All of the calculations performed in the following pages
were made using typical values for the transistor, resistor,
and capacitor parameters. The idealized models of components
were used wherever it seemed possible to obtain the
necessary insight into the operation of the circuit without
jeopardizing the quality of the analysis.
4.1.1 Bias Circuitry
The reference circuit is shown in Figure 21. Proper
component sizes/values have to be chosen in order to
generate the appropriate currents for all of the sections of
the Sample-and-Hold Amplifier. The reference current is
chosen to be 650~A. Because of the limited number of 1X
devices, it was decided to use one half of the 2X devices
within the DC bias circuitry. The parasitics of large
devices will have no effect on the dynamic performance of
the entire IC.
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Vee
R21 R21A R25 R20
021
vee 8" 020
vee
5. 021A
vee
REF lC25 lC20
l'c..
lC13 lCl~
012A
v....
012
v•• 8n 017
v...
R12 R12A R12 R13
rvl
Rl~ 015 R17
Va ..
Figure 21. Bias circuitry
Self-starting circuit
R
eq [Iref] :=
v
CC
- V
EE
- V
BE21
- V
BE21A
I
ref
- V
BE12
- V
BE12A
I decided to use I := 650' J.1.A
ref
10.585·k11
The choice of the resistor values from linear array:
Ref := 10·k11 R :=400·n
21
R := 400· n
12B
... and the recalculated reference current:
v - V - V - V - V - V
CC EE BE21 BE21A BE12 BE12A
I .-.-
ref R + Ref + R
21 12B
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Value of reference current used in the calculation of the remainder of
bias currents
I = 637.037·~A
ref
Simple mirror equation:
I
OUT
.-
.-
1
R2
. I ]]A2 refI . R1 + V . In _. D
ref T A1 I
OUT
(1)
where V := 26' volt
T
at room temperature.
For the transistors with the same areas, the mirror equation can be used
for finding the values of the resistors:
I
ref
R(Iout) := . R
I out 12B
NPN Bias
For I
C17
:= 2.5·mA => R
17
=> R = 101.926,0
17
=> R := 100'0
17
Same equation can be used for first order approximation even when
the transistors have different emitter areas :
For I := 2'mA
C13
=> R
13
=> R = 127.407·n
13
Since Ic13 and Ic14 are the same, the following choice has been made :
R := 133.3'0
13
and R := 133.3' 0
14
Both of these resistors are implemented with 200'0 and 400·0
parallel combination.
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For I := 425'~ ====>
C12
R
12
====>, R = 599.564,0
12
/.Since lc12 and lc15 are the same, the following choice has been made
R := 600' 0
12
PNP Bias
and R := 600·0
15
For I .- I => R
:= R[lC25 ] > R = 400'0.-C25 ref 25 25
I .- 2.5·mA => R
:= R[lC20 ] > R = 101.926· 0.-C20 20 20
> R .- 100·0.-
20
4.1.2 Logic Driver - switched Currents
/
The bias currents of both PNP and NPN comparators are
calculated using a reevaluated reference current of 637~
(see previous section of this chapter). This level of
current was established for the tail current of the PNP
comparator. Figure 22 represents simplified Logic Driver
when in sample mode. Devices that are turned off were
eliminated from the schematic. There are two main voltage
loops of interest present on Figure 22. Assuming the VBE's
of all transistors to be the same the following analysis can
be performed:
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IC4
04
vee
R20
Vee
ICC
637uA
R13
024
vee
Select I 0- 3·InA0-
C4 R I I
20 CC CC
.- 0 --= 0.212.-
R I I
13 C24 C4
-
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Select R := 700· 0
13
=> R
20
I
CC
:= R ._-
13 I
C4
=> R = 148.633'0
20
R := 150'0
20
=> R
28
:= R
13
I
CC
I
C14
=> R = 148.633'0
28
R := 150· 0
20
The "Sample ll and the IIHold" currents are chosen to be
the same for symmetrical behavior of the circuit. That is
why both of the resistors R12 and R13 are chosen to be of
the same value and equal to 700 ohms. To select R29, R3, and
R56 the circuit shown in Figure 23 is analyzed.
Vee
RS6
056
vee
R3
R29
~.smAl
in .ample
mode
~.smAl
1n hold
mode
019
vee
1n hold
mode
Figure 23. PNP side of the Logic Driver
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,-,.'
-v - I . R + V + I . R : = a
BE19 56 3 BE56 C18 29
From the earlier calculations:
I := 3-mA
56
and I := 3-mA
C18
Assuming same Vbe drops we can calculate the ratio of two resistors.
R I I
29 56 56
.- [] => = 1.-
R I I
3 C18 C18
Select R .- 100-n => R := 100-n.-
3 29
To maintain the symmetrical behavior of the circuit, we
need only to solve one set of the loop equations. Once we
choose one set of the resistors, the second set will be
selected to be of the same values.
4.1.3 Logic Driver - Propagation Delay
A calculation of the switching characteristics of one
side of the logic driver is performed. The portion of the
circuit of interest is modeled as a one pole inverter where
the propagation delay is calculated using high frequency
small signal model of the transistors [9]. T~e simplified
schematic of a common emitter inverter is shown in Figure
24. The results of the DC operating point simulations are
used for calculation of the transistor small signal
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parameters. It is assumed that the propagation delays result
from the finite time required by one of the transistors of
Vee
lEE
637uA
is presented in Figure 25.
VBQ is the voltage required
at the base of Q12 in order
the circuit of Figure 24
drive the output current.
The small signal model of
to the level that will
the differential comparator
of the logic driver to
bring its collector voltage
R20R28
V....
TRACK
Figure 24. Circuit for
propagation delay calculations to direct the current into
the emitter follower output
buffer. The following calculations are performed using
nominal values of the model parameters listed in the next
chapter.
R812 CV12
UI N ---'II\I'.r--~---.....---lI---~----p-----p--- UbQ
+
Vi RP12 CP16 R12 CCl
Figure 25. Logic Driver - Small signal model
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General junction capacitance equation:
C
JO
C [C ,¢ , MC ,V
J
] : =
J JO J
The transfer function:
v
out
Vin
-[g ·R ]
rnl Cl
.-
.-
2 1 + j. w· [r
bl
'C
INI
+ R
CI 'C ]CI
where, C
INl
:= C
7Tl
+ C
J1.1
g
rnl
·R
Cl
... total input capacitance
The DC gain of this circuit is:
[]C
Cl
:= C + C + C
J1.1 sl 1T2
+ C
J1.2
g ·R
rnl Cl
G :=
2
total collector
capacitance
and 3dB bandwidth: 1
f .- []
BW 2'7T' r
BW
1
f .- [ " + R 'C ]BW 2'7T' r 'Cbl INl Cl CI
So the propagation delay is: r := r . C + R . C
D bI INI Cl CI
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Propagation delay calculations:
C .- C [C , PCP, MSP , 6· V] => C = 3.671·fF.-
1-£12 J JCP 1-£12
C .- C [C ,P5P,MSP,8.V] => C = 164.779·fF.-
512 J J5P 512
C .- r .g + C => C = 232.5·fF.-
'lf12 FP m12 JEP 'lf12
C := C [C
JCN
,PCN,MSN,3' V] => C = 3.164·fF
1-£14 J 1-£14
C := f .g + C => C = 480·fF
'lf14 FN m14 JEN 'lf14
C := C [CJCN
' PCN , MSN , 4. V] => C = 2.846·fF
1-£4 J 1-£4
C .- C. [CJ5N
' P5N , MSN , 8· V] => C = 30.093·fF
54 J 54
C := r .g + C => C = 510·fF
'lf4 FN m4 JEN 'lf4
C
IN1
:= C
'lf12
+ C .[1 + g
1-£12 m12
·R ]12
+ C
1-£4
."
C := C + C + C + C + C
C1 1-£12 512 'lf14 1-£14 'lf4
'tD1 = 0.819 ns
In a similar fashion the propagation delay due to the
. i
switching delays of Q3 and Q4 pair is calculated. These
calculation yielded:
'tD2 = 70.488 ps
The total propagation delay of the Logic Driver is now
established:
'tD = 'tDl + 'tD2
'to = 0.89 ns
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4.1.4 Input Buffer
The input buffer is implemented with a single stage
voltage feedback amplifier set up in a voltage follower
configuration. The first stage of this amplifier contains a
differential pair with an active load [10]. The output drive
is provided by a unity gain buffer made up of emitter
followers [6]. A simplified schematic of this configuration
is shown in Figure 26.
Vee
ns R6~as J
06
vee
Cl
r
Xl r--Uout
02
01 vee
UIN+ vee
RE1 RE2
UIN-
lEE
Uee
Figure 26. Simplified schematic of an operational
amplifier
The circuit in Figure 26 can be further simplified. The
input differential pair can be modeled as a transconductance
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stage driving the high impedance node, consisting of the
output resistances of Q6 and Q2 in parallel.
Transconductance of the differential pair
I
EE 1g .-.- g = 0.05,-
m V m n
T
Transconductance with the emitter degeneration
:= -----------G
M
1 + g
m
g
m
·R
E
G
M
1
= 0.008,-
n
output resistance of the transistor with emitter degeneration:
Q6
r := r [V ,R ,I ,,8 J06 0 AP 6 EE pnp
r = 45.692·kn
06
,,8 ]
npn
+ [,8 + l]'R
npn E
,I
EE
+ r
BN
:= 2· [r
1T1
= 28.57·kn
:= r [V ,R
o AN E
= 119.55·kn
r
02
r
02
R
id
R
id
The DC differential gain: (assuming Rbuffer»r06! Ir02)
V 1 + g 'R
A m
r [VA ,R, I , ,8J .-.-0 I R
1 + g
m ,8
output resistance of the Q2:
,"
Differential input resistance:
r ·r
06 02
A := G A = 273.548
dm M r + r dm
06 02
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From the simplified schematic:
1
p :=
2'1T'C ·R
H H
Gain Bandwidth: GBW := A 'p
GBW :=
dIn
G
M
2'1T'C
H
Where C := C + C + C + C + C + C + C1
H JC2 JS2 JC6 JS6 8T 9T
is total capacitance connected to high impedance node.
It includes transistors Q8 and Q9 of switched buffer.
The following calculations were performed using the
parameters specified for CBIC-V technology. Junction
capacitances were calculated using the general equation for
the voltage dependent capacitance of a P-N,junction.
. =>C
JC2
C
JS2
C
JC6
C
JS6
C
JC8
:= CJ [CJCN ' PCN ,MCN , o· VJ
. - C [C , PSN ,MSN , 5· V]
J JSN
:= C [C , PCP, MCP , 3 • 8 . V]
J JCP
:= C [C ,PSP,MSP,5'V]
J JSP
: = CJ [CCN5 ' PCN ,MCN , 5· VJ
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=>
=>
=>
=>
C
JC2
C
JS2
C
JC6
C
JS6
C
JC8
= 0.007·pF
= 0.036' pF
= 0.004·pF
= 0.202' pF
= 0.001' pF
:= C
,"
C
JC9 [
c ,PCP, MCP, 5· V]
J CP5 .
=> C
JC9
= 0.002·pF
Total capacitance at the high impedance node:
C : = C + C + C + C + C + C + 1· pF
H JC2 JS2 JC6 JS6 JC8 JC9
The Gain Bandwidth,of the amplifier designed for the
~"
input buffer:
G
M
GBW := ---
2'1r'C
H
The small signal output impedance:
GBW = L 052· GHz
R
o
R
H
.-
.- c
[,8npn + 1J' [,8pnp + 1J
where RH is the equivalent
resistance at the high impedance
node. Very high input impedance of
the emitter followers was assumed.
R
o
=> R
o
= 6.039,0
Includding R : = 22.2' 0
hold
in series with the output:
R := R + R
o 0 hold
=> R = 28.239,0
o
~hen the input of an operational amplifier is overdriven
by a large signal pulse with fast rise time, the output will
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not be able to respond in time. This condition causes the
output of the amplifier to slew at some limited rate. The
slew rate of the amplifier is determined by internal
currents and capacitances.
General expression for Slew Rate
I
d EE
-V .- 0
dt 0 C
H
IEE is an entire current available for
charging of the high impedance node.
I := 2.6·mA
EE
I
EE
SR .- =>.-
C
H
V
SR = 2.076,-
ns
We now have all the necessary components to fully
characterize the small signal behavior of the input
amplifier:
• Rin1 = 2777 ohms
o GM1 = 0.005 mho
• RH1 = 48.33 kOhms
o CH1 = 1.256 pF
• Ro1 = 31.03 Ohms
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4.1.5 output voltage follower
The output voltage follower is implemented using the
same single stage architecture as was used with the switched
input buffer. The main differences between these two
circuits lie with the d~sign of the input differential stage
and the output emitter follower. In the input switched
buffer the differential pair i~ made up of an emitter
coupled pair with degeneration. The tail current source was
implemented with a single transistor for ease of switching.
The differential pair of the output buffer is implemented
using a Darlington configured emitter coupled pair with a
single emitter degeneration resistor [5,6]. The tail current
source was split into two parallel transistors.
Vee
RS R6
05
06
vee
Xl UOUT
04
Vin-
Cl
I
Figure 27. Simplified schematic of output amplifier
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The output buffer is implemented using emitter .
followers. As opposed to the input buffer, the emitter
followers of the output buffer are biased with current
sources which cannot be inhibited.
A simplified schematic of the output amplifier is shown
in Figure 27. The following are parameters of the output
stage obtained using the same model as was used for
calculations of .the input buffer:
0 Rin2 = 391.5 kOhms
0 GM2 = 0.005 ~o'
0 ~2 = 99.995 kOhms
0 CH2 = 1.193 pF
0 Ro2 = 24.517 Ohms
4.1.6 Droop control
In the hold mode the input buffer is ideally inhibited
and the only contributor to currents at the hold node is the
output buffer. This section of the circuit maintains a path
for the hold voltage to the output of the Sample-and-Hold
Amplifier without discharging the hold capacitor. The input
bias current of the output buffer has to be kept to a
minimum in order to maintain a constant voltage at the hold
capacitor. The input bias current of the operational
amplifier originates with input transistors which require
the base current.
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In an effort to keep this base current low, the
Darlington configured differential pair was chosen for the
~nput stage of the output buffer. A simplified schematic of
the base current cancellation circuit is shown in Figure 28.
It only shows the first transistor of the Darlington
configuration. Vee
028B
029
023
vee
vee BIas
UHOLD~---+- ---+-I
IEI
425uA
Vee
Figure 28. Bias cancellation circuitry
Transistor Q23 converts the collector current of Ql into
a base current which is very similar to base current of Ql'
Tbis current is then mirrored and fed back into the base of
Ql [5]. Diode connected Q26 is used to increase the base-
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collector voltage of transistor Q23. It is used here to
bring collector emitter voltages of devices Q1 and Q23
closer to each other in order to minimize Early Voltage
effects. The difference in the base current of transistors
Q1 and Q23 will be caused by the difference in the VCE's of
these devices and the mismatch between their ~'s. The
mirror itself will transfer the currents according to the
following equation:
I
C27
.-
.-
1 +
I
B23
2
2
13 + 13
PNP PNP
To increase the output resistance of this mirro~, its
output was cascaded with common base configured device Q29.
This way the output resistance of this mirror was increased
to: V
APNP
R .- 13
0 PNP I
C27
RO = 134.8 Mega Ohms
This circuit forms a positive feedback; care has to be
taken that the current feedback is not causing the output
buffer to saturate.
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4.2 AC Calculations
AC calculations of both buffers were performed with the
assumption that frequency and slew rate limitations come
mainly from the input differential stage. Emitter followers
are employed for current driving. The frequency response of
the emitter follower approaches the fT of the devices used
in its implementation. Figure 29 shows the small signal
model of the open loop Sample-and-Hold Amplifier which is
used for the frequency response calculation. The small
signal model parameters were generated in previous sections
of this chapter.
.2 RINe:
_.I. RItH
urN
~02
UOUT
Figure 29. Sample-and-Hold Amplifier small signal model
The entire circuit is modeled using a three pole system
described by the following transfer function:
1
A
V
(s) := A
va
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+ s'C ·R ]
H 01
Where DC gain Avo is expressed as:
G ·G ·R ·R
M1 M2 H1 H2
A .- => A = 0.995.-
VO [1 + G . R J' [1 + G ·R ] VOM1 H1 M2 H2
The Bode plot of the transfer function for the entire
SHA is shown below.
o
A (f)
dB
---............~
""
1\,
-1\
1\
1\
1\
-7
10· MHz f
100MHz
l·GHz
The 3dB frequency was calculated to be:
f = 579.203·MHz
3dB
so
CHAPTER 5
SIMULATION RESULTS
Histor~cally, engineers used breadboarding as a final
proof of the functionality of their designs. ~he growing
complexity of present-day circuits along with their
decreasing geometries make it nearly impossible to
breadboard the circuit and expect it to operate in the same
fashion as an integrated version would. The increased
computing power available to today's engineers makes their
job easier. The evolution of SPICE (Simulation Program with
Integrated Circuit Emphasis) made it possible to evaluate
complex integrated circuits. While it is true that there can
be no substitute for the actual IC when determining actual
performance, good models and knowledge of the simulator and
model shortcomings makes the design of integrated circuits a
more robust process.
Chapter 4 of this paper presented the results of hand
calculations. These calculations were used to prove the
feasibility of the Sample-and-Hold design in CBIC-V
technology. The results presented in this chapter test this
design and show its expected. DC and AC performance. The
simulator used to obtain these results is AT&T's proprietary
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SPICE based simulator called ADVICE (Aid in Design
verification for Integrated Circuit Engineering).
The models used in the evaluatidn of the design included .
four terminal transistor models, three terminal resistor
models, and three terminal capacitor models. The netlist
attached in Appendix A contains a description of the entire
Sample-and-Hold Amplifier with the external components used
in~the simulations. A list of the models is attached in
Appendix B. The naming convention of the device models is
listed below [7].
Transistor model
N transistor type (n-npn, p-pnp)
V CBIC-V technology
2 number of the emitter stripes per device
3 length of each emitter stripe divided by 5~m
1 number of the collector contacts
A version
o type of the device (standard)
1 number of the devices in the same isolation
Resistor model
R identifier
V CBIC-V technology
L L - low sheet (80Q/square),
H - high sheet (18800/square)
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Capacitor model
C identifier
V CBIC-V technology
R rectangle
As is shown in the tables of Chapter'3 the parameters of
devices exhibit a production lot to lot variation. To cover
most or all of the possible effects of the technology
variations on the performance of the circuit the ADVICE
"models are organized into n~ne libraries [7]. These
libraries cover a good number of variation possibilities but
not necessary all of them. It is the designers
responsibility to cover all of the possible parameter
mismatches.
Table 11. CBIC-V Library organization
CASE
CO
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
NPN PNP
N N
L L
H H
L H
H L
L L
L L
L H
H L
RL
N
H
L
H
H
L
H
L
L
RH CAP
N N
H H
L L
H H
H H
H L
L L
L H
L H
-COMMENTS
all nominal
low gains, currents
High gains, currents
Gain mismatch, res high
Gain mismatch, res high
Resistor mismatch
Resistor mismatch
Gain mismatch, res low
Gain mismatch, res low
In Table 10 , N refers to a model with nominal
parameters, Hand L represent the possible high and low
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manufacturing extremes of gain for transistors and high and
low value for resistors and capacitors.
The results of main DC parameters are summed up in Table
11. Columns labeled (case) indicaee the model library case
producing given results.
,
Table 12. DC simulation results
Param Nominal Minimum (case) Maximum (case)
Sample Mode Characteristics
Voffh
Voffo
Voff
Icc
Iee
Igndp
Isampl
Ihold
Ibias
-8.944 mV
+8.687 mV
-0.257 mV
-43.723 rnA
+43.703 rnA
+16.358 uA
-3.812 pA
+14.505 uA
-10.835 uA
-15.756 mV (c2)
+5.456 mV (c2)
-1'0.299 mV (c2)
-62.752 rnA (c2)
+27.822 rnA (c5)
-135.569 uA (c7)
-3.899 pA (c2)
+6.553 uA (c3)
-31.248 uA (c7)
-3.563 mV (c6)
+22.354 mV (c6)
+18.791 mV (c6)
-27.831 rnA (c5)
+62.735 rnA (c2)
+146.524 uA (c8)
-3.694 pA (c6)
+33.808 uA (c8)
-4.422 uA (c4)
Hold Mode Characteristics
icch
ieeh
igndh
Isampl
Ihold
Ibias
-32.780 rnA
+32.626 rnA
+21. 344 uA
+14.505 uA
-3.812 pA
-29.067 pA
-46.078 rnA (c2)
+20.678 rnA (c1)
-1.681 rnA (c1)
+6.543 uA (c3)
-3.899 pA (c2)
-17.264 nA (c5)
-18.683 rnA (c1)
+45.811 rnA (c2)
+142.085 uA (c8)
+33.816 uA (c8)
-3.694 pA (c6)
+6.733 pA (c6)
The rest of the simulations were performed for nominal
cases only. None of the package nor the layout parasitics
were included. All of the dynamic simulation results imply
best possible performance. The degradation of up to 30% of
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such parameters like slew rate and small signal bandwidth is
)
expected due to the layout and package parasitics.
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Figure 30. DC transfer (sample mode)
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Figure 31. Current drive capability
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Figure 32. variation of offsets with input voltage
Using the data shown in Figure 32, the Common Mode
Rejection Ratios for both the Hold node and the Output are
calculated [1,5J:
CMRR to the Hold Capacitor
NCMRR = -53.21 dB
CMRR to the Output
NCMRR = -45.48 dB
PCMRR = -52.12 dB
PCMRR = -44.54 dB
The output amplifier suffers from lower common mode
rejection •. An increase in the output resistance of the
current sources feeding the input stage can improve this
parameter.
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Figure 33. Frequency response - Vhold (f3dB=994.2MHz)
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Figure 34. Frequency response - Vout (f3dB=880MHZ)
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( 25.0 DEG C) Sample-and-Hold Amplifier (the.sha)
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Figure 35. step response - Vhold (+SR=2.203V/nsec)
( 25.0 DEG C) Sample·and-Hold Amplifier (the.sha)
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Figure 36. step response - Vhold (-SR=-1.936V/nsec)
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)( 25.0 DEG C) Sample·and-Hold Amplifier (the.sha)
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Figure 37. step response - Vout (+SR=2.097V/nsec)
( 25.0 DEG C) Sample-and-Hold Amplifier (the.sha)
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Figure 38. step response - Vout (-SR=1.857V/nsec)
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Figure 39. Acquisition time
It is customary to express the precision of the Sample-
and-Hold Amplifier as a number of bits of resolution. Table
12 provides the cross-reference between the number of bits,
the absolute precision, the percent representation of the
precision, and the value resulting in the reference of that
./
precision to 4V step.
Table 13. Precision table
# of bits 1/# bits % 4V ref t::l("'rr
8 0.00391 0.391 15.6 mV 4.34 nsec
10 0.000976 0.0976 3.91 mV 5.47 nsec
12 0.000244 0.0244 0.98 mV 7.25 nsec
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Figure 40. Pedestal voltage dependence
since the switch is operating directly between the input
signal level and ground it exhibits strong dependence on the
level of the input signal. That dependence is illustrated in
Figure 40 and was obtained using simulation results.
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Figure 41. switching transient
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...
-VH
3.0 3.2 (x 1E·g)
Switching transient is characterized by its amplitude
and duration. Figure 41 shows the switching transient with
input voltage at ground level. The amplitude of the
transient is 24.4mV and it takes 2.64 nano seconds for it to
settle to within 25 micro volts.
( 25.0 DEG C) Sample-and·Hold Amplllier (the.sha)
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Figure 42. Aperture delay time
The time delay between the hold command input and the
point at witch the input is sampled is shown in Figure 42
and it is equal to -497 pico seconds. It is negative because
of the relative delays in the analog and digital signal
paths. It is important to keep this parameter matched
between different Sample-and-Hold Amplifiers used the same
system.
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Figure 45. Sample-and-Hold Amplifier's waveforms
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Figure 46. Details of SHA's waveforms
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CONCLUSIONS
The methodology for the design of high speed Sample-and-
Hold Amplifier was described. The design of 880 MHz Sample-
and-Hold Amplifier in ultra high speed complementary bipolar
technol9gy was carried out. The results of simulations
(without package nor layout parasitics) shown the slew rates
of 1.8 V/nsec and acquisition times of 5.5 nsec for 10 bit
accuracy to be achievable. It was pointed out that the
introduction of the layout, package, and interconnection
parasitics will degrade the dynamic performance
significantly.
The fact that the choice of the device sizes and types
is limited to ALA110 array devices has proven to be a very
challenging task. Because of that, the parameters like power
I
dissipation (430mW nominal), pedestal (5mV at O.OV nominal),
and droop (25mV/~sec nominal) were very difficult to
optimize.
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APPENDIX A
-
Appendix A contains the netlist describing the entire
Sample-and-Hold integrated circuit plus the external
circuitry used in design simulations.
Ie netlist
* Self-starting bias circuit for SHA
*
.subckt bias vccin vee bp 0 bn gndp
*Bias
B21a gndp 5a bp vccin PV432A01 0.5
xr21a vccin bp vccin RVH {r=5k}
xr21b vccin 21b vccin RVL {r=400}
B21b 5a bp 21b vccin PV432A01 0.5
xrefa 5a 0 vccin RVH {r=2k}
xrefb 0 6a vccin RVH {r=8k}
B12b 6a bn 12b vee NV431A01 0.5
xr12b 12b vee vccin RVL {r=400}
xr12a bn vee vccin RVH {r=5k}
B12a gndp 6a bn vee NV431A01 0.5
.finis
*
* Operational Amplifier connected in unity gain
* configuration for Open Loop SHA
*
.subckt outamp vccout vee bp 0 bn gndp vout vhold f
*Bias cancellation
B27 1b a vccout vccout PV231A01
B28 aa a vccout vccout PV231A01
B28a gndp aa a vccout PV231A01
B28b a a vccout vccout PV231A01
B23 vccout f1 b vee NV231A01
B26 aa aa f1 vee NV231A01
B29 vhold 0 1b vccout PV231A01
*Input diff pair with active load
B1 b vhold 3 vee NV231A01 0.5
B12 3 bn 13 vee NV231A01 0.5
xr12 13 vee vccout RVL {r=600}
B2 vccout f 4 vee NV231A01 0.5
B15 4 bn 14 vee NV231A01 0.5
xr15 14 vee vccout RVL {r=600}
B3 7a 3 5 vee NV211A01 0.5
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B13 S bn 11 vee NV231A01 O.S
xr13 11 vee vccout RVL {r=133}
xree S 6 vccout RVL {r=200}
B4 8 4 6 vee NV231A01 O.S
B14 6 bn 12 vee NV231A01 O.S
xr14 12 vee vccout RVL {r=133}
*Active load with emitter degeneration
xr6 vccout 10 vccout RVL {r=400}
B6 8 7a 10 vccout PV231A01 O.S
xrS vccout 9 vccout RVL {r=400}
BS 7a 7a 9 vccout PV231A01 O.S
*output buffer
xc1 8a vccout vee CVR {c=l. OpF}
xrc 8 8a vccout RVL {r=200}
*
-B8 vccout 8 17 vee NV231A01
B17 17 bn 20 vee NV231A01
xr17 20 vee vccout RVL {r=100}
xr20 vccout 19 vccout RVL {r=100}
B20 18 bp 19 vccout PV231A01
B9 vee 8 18 vccout PV231A01
*Isolating transistors
B18 vccout 18 f vee NV231A01
B19 vee 17 f vccout PV231A01
*Power transistors
B10a lp 18 21a vee NV663A01
xroa 21a vout vccout RVL {r=6.2S}
B11a In 17 21a vccout PV693A01
*Output current limiting (80mA)
B30 lp lp 19 vccout PV432A01
xr30 vccout lp vccout RVL {r=12.S}
B31 In In 20 vee NV431A01
xr31 In vee vccout RVL {r=12.S}
.finis
*
* switched input operational amplifier connected
* as a switched voltage follower buffer
*
.subckt swamp vccout vee bp bn gndp vin 4i f sample hold
*Input diff pair with active load
B1i 7i vin e1 vee NV231A01
B2i 8i 4ai e2 vee NV231A01
xre1bi e1 ei vccout RVL {r=SO}
xre2ai e2 ei vccout RVL {r=SO}
*Active load with emitter degeneration
B6i 8i 7i 10i vccout PV231A01
Bsi 7i 7i 9i vccout PV231A01
xrSi vc1 9i vccout RVL {r=lS0}
xr6i vc1 10i vccout RVL {r=lS0}
xrS6i vc2 vc1 vccout RVL {r=100}
BS6i vc2 vc2 vccout vccout PV231A01
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0.5
0.25
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
outamp
{r=lOO}
PV231AOl 0.5
PV231A01 0.5
NV231AOl 0.5
PV231AOl 0.5
{r=400}
PV432AOl
PV231A01
PV231AOl
{r=700}
{r=700}
NV431AOl
NV231A01
NV231AOl
{r=150}
{r=lOO}
NV231A01
NV231AOl
{r=150}
NV231A01
NV431A01
PV432A01
NV231A01 0.5
PV231AOl 0.5
NV431AOl
PV432AOl
imp. node
{c=lpF}
RVL
vccout
vccout
RVL
vccout
vccout
vccout
RVL
RVL
vee
vee
vee
RVL
RVL
vee
vee
RVL
vee
vccout
vee
vccout
high
CVR
3i
2i
vccout
sp
6s
6s
vccout
vccout
vee
sn5
sn5
vccout
vccout
ffi
ffi
vccout
sp5 vccout
vcl sp5
vc3 sp5
f 2i
f 3i
followers
2i 4i vee
2i 4i vee
3i 4i vccout
used for isolation
2i 4ai vee
3i 4ai vccout
sp
bp
sample
hold
sn3
sn3
sn3
snl
sn4
vee
vc3
sn4
snl
vee
cap at
vccout vee
followers
si
si
vccout
2i
3i
*Compensation
xc1i si
*Input emitter
Bsi vccout
B9i vee
*SR enhancement
BsrP vccout
BsrN vee
*output emitter
B10di vccout
B10i vccout
B11i vee
*Q10a, Q11a are
B10ai vccout
B11ai vee
* Logic Driver
xr25i vccout
B25i 6s
B12i sn4
B13i sn1
xr13i sn1
xr12i sn4
B24i sn3
B14i 3i
B15i 2i
xr2Si sn5
xr3i vc2
B3i vc3
B4i ei
xr20ai ffi
*
xr29i
B1Si
B19i
*
.finis
*
* Entire open loop Sample-and-Hold Amplifier
*
.subckt sha vin vee gndp vout vccout gndh vhold vccin
+ sample hold
xl vccin vee bp 0 bn gndp bias
x2 vccin vee bp bn gndp vin 4i f sample hold swamp
xrh 4i vhold vccin RVL {r=22.22}
xch vhold gndh vee CVR {C=6pF}
x3 vccout vee bp 0 bn gndp vout vhold ·f
.finis
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External circuitry
Sample-and-Hold Amplifier (the.sha)
* Open Loop Architecture
* Sample-and-Hold Amplifier
*
082092 AG
O.5n
vee
vee
gndp
.use the.elems
*Vee
Vee
Vgndp
*
.tran
*
o
o
o
80n
+SV;.out icc vee
-SV;.out iee vee
OV;.out igndp vgndp
VIN
vt
vh
vin
sample
hold
o pulse -2.0V +2.0V 5n In In 3Sn lOOn
o pulse -0.8V -1.8V 2Sn In In 30n lOOn
o pUlse -1.8V -O.8V 2Sn In In 30n lOOn
vl vin 0 r\)
vt sample 0; . out isample vt
vh hold °i·out ihold vh
vout vout 0; . out iout rl
vhold vhold 0
xl vin vee gndp vout vee gndp vhold vee
+ sample hold sha
rl vout 0 100
cl vout 0 10pF
*
. out
. out
. out
. out
. out
. End
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APPENDIX B
Appendix B contains the listing of the AT&T
Microelectronics ADVICE models for CBIC-V technology.
NPN Devices
* TWO 1.5 BY 15 MICRON STRIPES - NOM
**
.MODEL NV231AOl USRMOD=NEBl % NPN NOM MODEL
+ RBX=2.50E+Ol RBI=2.783E+Ol RCX=1.967E+Ol RCI=4.427E+Ol
+ RE=1.9450 IS=1.420E-16 Il=5.80E-19 I2=5.l08E-14
+ NE=2.0 IK=9.7l4E-03 VBO=1.320 TFO=3.90E-12
+ CJE=1.20E-13 PE=8.0E-Ol ME=4.950E-Ol BE=l.OE-Ol
+ I3=1.502E-16 I4=6.444E-2l NC=1.8470 IKR=8.l72E-02
+ VAO=7.9010 TRO=4.0E-ll CJC=6.670E-15 PC=6.701E-Ol
+ MC=4.509E-Ol BC=l.OE-Ol EA=1.1840 DEA=6.825E-02
+ TO=2.50E+Ol KFN=O.O AFN=l.O BFN=1.0
+ BVBC=O.O ALC1=2.0 ALC2=O.O ALTC=7.50E-Ol
+ BVBE=O.O ALE1=2.0 ALE2=O.O ALTE=7.50E-Ol
+ NID=8.l97E-12 QCO=1.744E-14 VJCO=9.055E-Ol TRCI=2.0
+ TVCO=1.680 RBIP=8.042E+Ol I1P=7.50E-20 I2P=1.OE-14
+ NEP=1.3l30 IKP=3.0E-03 CJEP=7.183E-14 ISP=1.285E-18
+ I3P=9.069E-18 CJCP=1.016E-13 PS=5.335E-01 MS=4.389E-Ol
+ BS=l.OE-Ol MTQB=1.1030 DEA2=5.615E-02 XTIS=2.0
+ XTI1=3.0 XTI2=2.50 QCOX=8.722E-14 NR=1.020
+ NF=1.020 NCR=1.090 NCRP=l.O MVC1=1.OE-Ol
* FOUR 1.5 BY 15 MICRON STRIPES - NOM
**
.MODEL NV431AOl USRMOD=NEBl % NPN NOM MODEL
+ RBX=1.250E+Ol RBI=1.391E+Ol RCX=3.02E+Ol RCI=2.2l3E+Ol
+ RE=9.725E-Ol IS=2.840E-16 Il=1.160E-18 I2=1.022E-13
+ NE=2.0 IK=1.943E-02 VBO=1.320 TFO=3.90E-12
+ CJE=2.40E-13 PE=8.0E-Ol ME=4.950E-Ol BE=l.OE-Ol
+ I3=3.04E-16 I4=1.289E-20 NC=1.8470 IKR=1.634E-Ol
+ VAO=7.9010 TRO=4.0E-ll CJC=1.334E-14 PC=6.701E-Ol
+ MC=4.509E-Ol BC=l.OE-Ol EA=1.1840 DEA=6.825E-02
+ TO=2.50E+Ol KFN=O.O AFN=l.O BFN=l.O
+ BVBC=O.O ALC1=2.0 ALC2=O.O ALTC=7.50E-Ol
+ BVBE=O.O ALE1=2.0 ALE2=O.O ALTE=7.50E-Ol
+ NID=8.197E-12 QCO=2.442E-14 VJCO=9.055E-Ol TRCI=2.0
+ TVCO=1.680 RBIP=4.650E+Ol IIP=1.320E-19 I2P=1.760E-14
+ NEP=1.3130 IKP=5.280E-03 CJEP=1.242E-13 ISP=2.019E-18
+ 13P=1.596E-17 CJCP=1.491E-13 PS=5.335E-Ol MS=4.389E-Ol
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+ BS=1.0E-01 MTQB=1.1030 DEA2=5.615E-02 XTIS=2.0
+ XTI1=3. 0 XTI2=2 .50 ~COX=l.221E-13 NR=1.020
+ NF=1.020 NCR=1.090 NCRP=l.O MVC1=1.0E-01
MOD NV351A01 699637153 96 20 10660 1357
**
* THREE 1.5 BY 30 MICRON STRIPES - NOM
**
.MODEL NV362A01 USRMOD=NEB1 % NPN NOM MODEL
+ RBX=8.4230 RBI=9.3770 RCX=5.7370 RCI=1.492E+01
+ RE=6.553E-01 IS=4.214E-16 I1=1.721E-18 I2=1.516E-13
+ NE=2.0 IK=2.883E-02 VBO=1.320 TFO=3.90E-12
+ CJE=3.561E-13 PE=8.0E-01 ME=4.950E-01 BE=1.0E-01
+ I3=4.458E-16 I4=1.913E-20 NC=1.8470 IKR=2.425E-01
+ VAO=7.9010 TRO=4.0E-11CJC=1.980E-14 PC=6.701E-01
+ MC=4.509E-01 BC=1.0E-01 EA=1.1840 DEA=6.825E-02
+ TO=2.50E+01 KFN=O.O AFN=1.0 BFN=1.0
+ BVBC=O.O ALC1=2.0 ALC2=0.0 ALTC=7.50E-01
+ BVBE=O.O ALE1=2.0 ALE2=0.0 ALTE=7.50E-01
+ NID=8.197E-12 QCO=3.662E-14 VJCO=9.055E-01 TRCI=2.0
+ TVCO=1.680 RBIP=3.415E+01 I1P=1.818E-19 I2P=2.424E-14
+ NEP=1.3130 IKP=7.272E-03 CJEP=1.691E-13 ISP=1.303E-18
+ I3P=2.198E-17 CJCP=2.174E-13 PS=5.335E-01 MS=4.389E-01
+ BS=1.0E-01 MTQB=1.1030 DEA2=5.615E-02 X~IS=2.0
+ XTI1=3.0 XTI2=2.50 QCOX=1.832E-13 NR=1.020
+ NF=1.020 NCR=1.090 NCRP=1.0 MVC1=1.0E-01
* SIX 1.5 BY 30 MICRON STRIPES - NOM
**.MODE~NV663A01 USRMOD=NEB1 % NPN NOM MODEL
+ RBX=4.2120 RBI=4.6890 RCX=2.8690 RCI=7.4580
+ RE=3.277E-01 IS=8.429E-16 I1=3.443E-18 I2=3.032E-13
+ NE=2.0 IK=5.766E-02 VBO=1.320 TFO=3.90E-12
+ CJE=7.123E-13 PE=8.0E-01 ME=4.950E-01 BE=1.0E-01
+ I3=8.916E-16 I4=3.825E-20 NC=1.8470 IKR=4.851E-01
+ VAO=7.9010 TRO=4.0E-ll CJC=3.959E-14 PC=6.701E-Ol
+ MC=4.509E-01 BC=1.0E-01 EA=1.1840 DEA=6.825E-02
+ TO=2.50E+01 KFN=O.O AFN=1.0 BFN=1.0
+ BVBC=O.O ALC1=2.0 ALC2=0.0 ALTC=7.50E-01
+ BVBE=O.O ALE1=2.0 ALE2=0.0 ALTE=7.50E-01
+ NID=8.197E-12 QCO=4.709E-14 VJCO=9.055E-01 TRCI=2.0
+ TVCO=1.680 RBIP=1.708E+01 I1P=3.636E-19 I2P=4.848E-14
+ NEP=1.3130 IKP=1.454E-02 CJEP=3.383E-13 ISP=2.607E-18
+ I3P=4.397E-17 CJCP=3.879E-13 PS=5.335E-01 MS=4.389E-01
+ BS=1.0E-Ol MTQB=1.1030 DEA2=5.615E-02 XTIS=2.0
+ XTI1=3.0 XTI2=2.50 QCOX=2.355E-13 NR=1.020
+ NF=1.020 NCR=1.090 NCRP=l.O MVC1=1.OE-01
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PNP Devices
* 'TWO 1.5 BY 15 MICRON STRIPES - NOM
**
.MODEL PV231A01 USRMOD=PEB1 % PNP NOM MODEL
+ RBX=1.447E+01 RBI=1.933E+01 RCX=9.156E+01 RCI=9.067E+01
+ RE=1.2760 IS=1.051E-16 I1=7.80E-19 I2=2.676E-15
+ NE=1.4590 IK=8.847E-03 VBO=8.50E-01 TFO=4.50E-12
+ CJE=1.20E-13 PE=7.351E-01 ME=4.930E-01 BE=8.922E-02
+ I3=1.70E-18 I4=7.541E-16 NC=1.70 IKR=1.0E-01
+ VAO=2.9580 TRO=1.50E-10 CJC=1.068E-14 PC=7.771E-01
+ MC=5.0E-01 BC=1.0E-01 EA=1.1840 DEA=6.825E-02
+ TO=2.50E+01 KFN=O.O AFN=1.0 BFN=1.0
+ BVBC=O.O ALC1=2.0 ALC2=O.O ALTC=7.50E-01
+ BVBE=O.O ALE1=2.0 ALE2=O.O ALTE=7.50E-01
+ NID=2.932E-12 QCO=3.0E-14 VJCO=1.4980 TRCI=2.0
+ TVCO=L680 RBIP=5.0E+01 I1P=5.575E-18 I2P=1.475E-15
+ NEP=1.7220 IKP=1.154E-02 CJEP=1.149E-13 ISP=7.525E-18
+ I3P=5.0E-17 CJCP=5.080E-13 PS=9.082E-01 MS=4.931E-01
+ BS=1.0E-01 MTQB=1.050 DEA2=1.778E-01 XTIS=2.0
+ XTI1=3.0 XTI2=2.20 QCOX=1.50E-13 NFP=1.0
+ NF=1.0 NCR=1.0 NCRP=1.0 NR=1.0
* FOUR 1.5 BY 15 MICRON STRIPES - NOM
**
.MODEL PV432A01 USRMOD=PEB1 % PNP NOM MODEL
+ RBX=7.2350 RBI=9.6650 RCX=5.180E+01 RCI=4.533E+01
+ RE=6.380E-01 IS=2.102E-16 I1=1.560E-18 I2=5.352E-15
+ NE=1.4590 IK=1.769E-02 VBO=8.50E-01 TFO=4.50E-12
+ CJE=2.40E-13 PE=7.351E-01 ME=4.930E-01 BE=8.922E-02
+ I3=3.40E-18 I4=1.508E-15 NC=1.70 IKR=2.0E-01
+ VAO=2.9580 TRO=1.50E-10 CJC=2.136E-14 PC=7.771E-01
+ MC=5.0E-01 BC=1.0E-01 EA=1.1840 DEA=6.825E-02
+ TO=2.50E+01 KFN=O.O AFN=1.0 BFN=1.0
+ BVBC=O.O ALC1=2.0 ALC2=O.O ALTC=7.50E-01
+ BVBE=O.O ALE1=2.0 ALE2=O.O ALTE=7.50E-01
+ NID=2.932E-12 QCO=3.923E-14 VJCO=1.4980 TRCI=2.0
+ TVCO=1.680 RBIP=2.891E+01 I1P=9.812E-18 I2P=2.596E-15
+ NEP=1.7220 IKP=2.031E-02 CJEP=1.987E-13 ISP=9.782E-18
+ I3P=8.80E-17 CJCP=8.30E-13 PS=9.082E-01 MS~4.931E-01
+ BS=1.0E-01 MTQB=1.050 DEA2=1.778E-01 XTIS=2.0
+ XTI1=3.0 XTI2=2.20 QCOX=1.962E-13 NFP=1.0
+ NF=1.0 NCR=1.0 NCRP=1.0 NR=1.0
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* THREE 1.5 BY 45 MICRON STRIPES - NOM
**
.MODEL PV392A01 USRMOD=PEB1 % PNP NOM MODEL
+ RBX=3.2620 RBI=4.3580 RCX=2.189E+01 RCI=2.044E+01
+ RE=2.877E-01 IS=4.662E-16 I1=3.460E-18 I2=1.187E-14
+ NE=1.4590 IK=3.924E-02 VBO=8.50E-01 TFO=4.50E-12
+ CJE=5.323E-13 PE=7.351E-01 ME=4.930E-01 BE=8.922E-02
+ I3=7.541E-18 I4=3.345E-15 NC=1.70 IKR=4.436E-01
+ VAO=2.9580 TRO=1.50E-10 CJC=4.737E-14 PC=7.771E-01
+ MC=5.0E-01 BC=1.0E-01 EA=1.1840 DEA=6.825E-02
+ TO=2.50E+01 KFN=O.O AFN=1.0 BFN=1.0
+ BVBC=O.O ALC1=2.0 ALC2=O.O ALTC=7.50E-01
+ BVBE=O.O ALE1=2.0 ALE2=O.O ALTE=7.50E-01
+ NID=2.932E-12 QCO=6.231E-14 VJCO=1.4980 TRCI=2.0
+ TVCO=1.680 RBIP=1.495E+01 I1P=1.933E-17 I2P=5.115E-15
+ NEP=1.7220 IKP=4.02E-02 CJEP=3.843E-13 ISP=7.632E-18
+ I3P=1.734E-16 CJCP=1.431E-12 PS=9.082E-01 MS=4.931E-01
+ BS=1.0E-01 MTQB=1.050 DEA2=1.778E-01 XTIS=2.0
+ XTl1=3.0 XTI2=2.20 QCOX=3.115E-13 NFP=1.0
+ NF=1.0 NCR=1.0 NCRP=1.0 NR=1.0
* SIX 1.5 BY 45 MICRON STRIPES - NOM
**
.MODEL PV693A01 USRMOD=PEB1 % PNP NOM MODEL
+ RBX=1.6310 RBI=2.1790 RCX=1.095E+01 RCI=1.022E+01
+ RE=1.438E-01 IS=9.324E-16 I1=6.920E-18 I2=2.374E-14
+ NE=1.4590 IK=7.849E-02 VBO=8.50E-01 TFO=4.50E-12
+ CJE=1.065E-12 PE=7.351E-01 ME=4.930E-01 BE=8.922E-02
+ I3=1.508E-17 I4=6.690E-15 NC=1.70 IKR=8.872E-01
+ VAO=2.9580 TRO=1.50E-10 CJC=9.475E-14 PC=7.771E-01
+ MC=5.0E-01 BC=1.0E-01 EA=1.1840 DEA=6.825E-02
+ TO=2.50E+01 KFN=O.O AFN=1.0 BFN=1.0
+ BVBC=O.O ALC1=2.0 ALC2=O.O ALTC=7.50E-01
+ BVBE=O.O ALE1=2.0 ALE2=O.O ALTE=7.50E-01
+ NID=2.932E-12 QCO=7.615E-14 VJCO=1.4980 TRCI=2.0
+ TVCO=1.680 RBIP=7.4740 I1P=3.867E-17 I2P=1.023E-14
+ NEP=1.7220 IKP=8.04E-02 CJEP=7.687E-13 ISP=1.526E-17
+ I3P=3.468E-16 CJCP=2.530E-12 PS=9.082E-01 MS=4.931E-01
+ BS=1.0E-01 MTQB=1.050 DEA2=1.778E-01 XTIS=2.0
+ XTl1=3.0 XTI2=2.20 QCOX=3.808E-13 NFP=1.0
+ NF=1.0 NCR=1.0 NCRP=1.0 NR=1.0
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APPENDIX C
Schematics with DC bias.
BIAS GNDP[pad O~]
BN~-+--------------------,
pad S]
BP+--+--+------------------,[pad 011l
Sa
22.2 ohm"
Ib .1
UIN -~---j
[pod 01]
SWAMP
J,Ih .)
SAMPLE HOLD
[pod 015] [pad OIS]
RH UHOLD
[pod 013]
CH
Is pF
..,. GNDH
[pad 012]
OUT AMP UOUT
[pad 08]
.) See Table 11 lor valu•• 1n a.ampl. and hold mod••
Figure 47. Top level schematic
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Figure 48. Bias circuit
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